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Abstract 

This study examines the self concept and interpersonal relations of 409 

Hispanic and Non-Hispanic adolescents in grades five and eight. Self concept 

is measured by total score on a 40-item version of the Piers-Harris Children's 

Self-Concept Scale (Piers, 1969) and interpersonal relations are measured by 

total and subscale scores on the Assessment of Interpersonal Relations Scale 

(Bracken & Kelly, in press). Results reveal no significant differences in the 

self concepts of Hispanic and Non-Hispanic adolescents. Fifth graders have 

significantly better global self concepts than eighth graders. There are no 

significant differences in the interpersonal relations of the Hispanic and Non-

Hispanic adolescents. Fifth graders report significantly better Total 

Interpersonal Relations, as well as better relations with Mother and Teacher. 

Relations with Father are significantly better for males and for fifth graders. 

Significant grade by sex interactions are seen for relations with Male Peers and 

Female Peers; Females' relations with Male Peers show a significant 

improvement from fifth to eighth grade, while males' relations with Female 

Peers show a similar pattern. A multiple regression to determine the amount 

of variance in self concept attributed to each interpersonal relations subscale 

reveals no clear shift from parents to peers as reference groups influencing self 

concept. 
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Introduction 

Research into self concept has typically been confined to its measurement 

as a final product, with little regard for how this final product 

conceptualization of the self is achieved (Van der Werff, 1990; Youniss & 

Smollar, 1990). This self conceiving approach is concerned with the processes 

involved in constructing a self image. One important aspect to be considered 

in this process is the influence of our interactions with significant others on 

our self concepts (Cooley,1902; Bracken, in press; Rosenberg, 1979). 

As the quality of interpersonal relations is seen to shift during adolescence 

(Bracken, in press) and as self concept is characterized as stable during this 

period (Dusek & Flaherty, 1981; Wylie, 1979), investigations into the relative 

influence of relations with parents and peers on self concept have been 

conducted. However, as no consensus has been reached in this area, 

additional evidence is needed. 

The purposes of the present study are to investigate self concept as stable 

across grades and culture, to assess the quality of interpersonal relations across 

grade and culture, and finally to explore the influence of these interpersonal 

relations on self concept in adolescence. Specifically, the hypotheses to be 

investigated are: 

1. There is no difference in the global self concept of fifth and eighth graders; 

2. There is no difference in the global self concept of Hispanics and 

Non-Hispanics; 
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3. There is a difference in fifth and eighth graders' interpersonal relations; 

4. There is no difference in the interpersonal relations of Hispanic and 

Non-Hispanic fifth graders; 

5. There is a difference in the interpersonal relations of Hispanic and 

Non-Hispanic eighth graders; 

6. Quality of relations with parents will account for more of the variance in 

self concept of fifth graders than will quality of relations with peers or 

teacher; 

7. Quality of relations with parents will account for more of the variance in 

self concept of eighth graders than will quality of relations with peers or 

teacher. 

Self Concept 

The study of self concept is rooted in the works of James (1890), who 

presented the self as a cognitive concept formation; a multiple characterization 

of the human individual. This formula set the stage for the commonly held 

belief of self concept as a unitary human characteristic (Bracken, in press). 

The study of self concept has since progressed from this limited 

conceptualization to a more encompassing and definitive one. The 

investigation into self concept addresses its definition, characteristics, 

dimensions, and its nature across sexes and cultures. 

Definitions of self concept are generated from either a cognitive or 

sociological perspective; some definitions consider both perspectives in order 
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to arrive at a more inclusive concept. Particularly noteworthy is Shavelson, 

Hubner, and Stanton's (1976) attempt to clarify the definition of self concept 

by integrating features common to the cognitive and sociological definitions, 

and by extending these features when necessary. For example, Van der Werff 

(1990) denotes self concept as a mental representation of oneself. 

Mummenday's (1981) definition extends this to connote self concept as all self-

related cognitions or all attitudes concerning the individual. The Shavelson et 

al. (1976) definition is thus the most extensive in positing that self concept is 

not only one's perceptions of self but that these perceptions are derived from 

interactions with significant others, self-attributions, and overall experiential 

aspects of the social environment. Bracken's (in press) conceptualization of 

self concept as a behavioral construct is appropriately integrated with this 

definition. Bracken denotes self concept as representing individuals' learned 

evaluations of themselves based upon their successes and failures, 

reinforcement histories, and the ways in which others react to them and 

interact, with them. Because self concept is seen by Bracken as a behavioral 

construct and not part of a larger "self-system" (Harter, 1983), in which the 

self is constructed totally within the individual, it is not a hyphenated term. 

The current paper agrees with this position and treats self concept as such. 

We should note that Shavelson et al.'s definition refers to "perceptions of 

self', not a singular perception as originally proposed by James. James' 

formula set the stage for the commonly held belief that self concept is a 
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unitary human characteristic (Bracken, in press). However, since none of the 

investigations which made use of factor analysis could find a single general 

factor, the idea of a multi-dimensional construct came to be seen as more 

suitable (Wylie, 1974; Mintz & Muller, 1977). Thus, the issue of the true 

nature of self concept (Bergen, 1971; Mischel, 1976) concerns itself with 

whether self concept is unidimensional, or multidimensional and hierarchical, 

and whether it possesses continuity and consistency across situations, or it is 

transient, inconsistent, and situation-specific. 

In reviewing selected longitudinal and cross-sectional studies, Shavelson et 

al. (1976) addressed this "true nature" issue and outlined self concept as 

having seven critical features: organization, a multifaceted nature, a 

hierarchical structure, stability, a developmental nature, an evaluative 

component, and differentiality from other constructs. The following 

paragraphs will further define and explain these seven critical features. 

The organization or structure of self concept is rooted in the individual's 

experiences, which constitute the data on which he bases his perceptions of 

himself. To reduce the complexity of these experiences, a person recodes 

them into simpler forms or categories (Brunner, 1958). Shavelson et al.'s 

study suggests that the particular category systems adopted by an individual are 

to some extent a reflection of his particular culture. 

A second feature of self concept is that it is multifaceted; the particular 

facets reflect the category system adopted by a particular individual and /or 
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shared by groups. Although dimensions of importance have been cited with 

some variation (Ellis, Gehman, & Katzenmeyer, 1980; Monge, 1973; Smith & 

Marsh, 1985), there is considerable agreement as to which are among the most 

important. Dimensions that are frequently cited as foundational include: 

social, competence, affect, physical, academic, and family. Not all of the 

researchers cite all six areas, and some have divided these six dimensions even 

further (Bracken, In Press). 

Using the "My Characteristic Self (yourself as you most often feel about 

yourself)," a seven-point semantic differential scale of 21 polar adjective pairs, 

Monge (1973) found a very high degree of structural similarity across grade 

and sex in the ratings of self concept. In this cross-sectional (N= 2,062), 

factor-analytic investigation of variations in self concept between the sexes 

throughout adolescence (grades 6 through 12), Monge found the emergence in 

all of the analyses of the same four factors: Achievement/Leadership, 

Congeniality/Sociability, Adjustment, and Masculinity/Femininity. 

Significant (2 < .05) sex effects were found for Achievement/Leadership 

and Adjustment with boys scoring higher than girls in every grade. A 

significant (p < .05) sex effect was found for the Congeniality/Sociability 

factor. Girls gave higher ratings than boys at every grade level for this factor. 

In a cross-national study, Marsh and Smith (1985) collected responses to 

the Self Description Questionnaire (SDQ; Marsh, 1986a) by 303 

(Males = 171, Females = 132) English preadolescents (10 year olds). 
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Confirmatory factor analysis was used to test the factorial invariance of 

responses to the SDQ by English and Australian students, as well as to test for 

multivariate group differences, sex differences, and sex-by group interactions 

across the set of eight SDQ factors: Physical abilities/Sports, Physical 

appearance, Peer relations, Parent relations, Reading, Math, General-school, 

and General-self. For both samples the factor structure was well-defined in 

that every factor loading was statistically significant and each factor accounted 

for a statistically significant portion of the variance (all t-values > 5, 

g < .001). In the first set of analyses, the factor structure for the two groups 

was found to be reasonably invariant. In the a posteriori set of analyses, 

Australian and English students were shown to have similar self concepts for 

seven of the eight SDQ factors, and sex differences in the SDQ were found to 

be similar for English and Australian preadolescents. Australians had higher 

self concepts in General-school, but did not differ from the English students in 

any other areas of self concept. No significant group-by-sex interactions were 

found. Boys reported higher self concepts in Physical Ability, Physical 

Appearance, Peer Relations, and General-Self; and conversely reported lower 

self concepts in Reading and General-school. No differences were found 

between the sexes in Parent-Relations and Math. The results provide strong 

support for the structure of self concept and for the responses to the SDQ 

across culture. 

The issue of whether self concept is a unidimensional or multidimensional 
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construct has been settled to most people's satisfaction in favor of a 

multidimensional structure (Byrne & Shavelson, 1986; Ellis, Gehman, & 

Katzenmeyer, 1980; Monge, 1973; Mullener & Laird, 1971). Thus, 

Shavelson et al.'s third feature is that the multifaceted structure of self concept 

may be hierarchical on a dimension of generality (Super, 1963); that is, facets 

of self concept may form a hierarchy from individual experiences in particular 

situations at the base of the hierarchy to general self concept at the apex. 

Testing of the hypothesis of the self concept structure as being both 

multidimensional and hierarchical was conducted by Byrne and Shavelson 

(1986). A sample of 991 (516 male and 475 female) eleventh and twelfth 

grade students was administered twelve measures, three each for general self 

concept, academic self concept, English self concept, and mathematics self 

concept. The results supported the hypothesis of self concept as a 

multidimensional and hierarchical construct in that higher correlations were 

generated between the general categories; lower correlations were generated 

between the specific and the general categories. The correlation generated 

between General Self-Concept and Academic Self-Concept (r = .38) was the 

highest, followed by General Self-Concept and Subject-Specific Self-Concept 

(r = .27). The lowest correlation was between General Self-Concept and 

Grades (r = .01). These hierarchical dimensions were arranged with 

perceptions of behavior at the base of the hierarchy progressing to inferences 

about self in subareas, English and math for example, then to inferences about 
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self in academic and nonacademic areas, and finally, to inferences about self in 

general. Thus, General Self-Concept was found to be distinct from, but 

correlated with Academic Self-Concept and was positioned at the apex of the 

proposed hierarchy as being the global representation of all the previously 

mentioned self concept subsets. 

A fourth feature of self concept is that general self concept is stable. 

However, as one descends the self concept hierarchy, self concept depends 

increasingly on specific situations and thus becomes less stable. This is not to 

say that the performer's general self concept changes. On the contrary, Wylie 

(1979) reports that the majority of the relatively more adequate studies report 

no age differences in over-all verbal self concept scores, and that this majority 

involves repeated use of well-known instruments (e.g. Piers-Harris Children's 

Self-Concept Scale, 1969; Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory, 1967; 

Tennessee Self-Concept Scale, 1965) as opposed to "one-shot" use of 

idiosyncratic instruments (Neale & Proshek, 1967; Simmons, Rosenberg, & 

Rosenberg; 1973; Bowman, 1974; Bachman & O'Malley, 1972). It is 

primarily from the latter that any kind of age trends, that is, increases or 

decreases in self concept, have resulted. 

One recent instrument designed to measure self concept, the 

Multidimensional Self Concept Scale (MSCS; Bracken, in press), supports 

Wylie's position in noting no systematic mean score differences in global self 

concept due to age. Proof is given in that the greatest change in MSCS Total 
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raw scores deviates less than one-half standard deviation from year to year. 

Age-raw score correlation with Total Test was only -.06, suggesting very little 

development or linear regression in self concept as a function of age. Thus, 

while evidence has been cited for both stability and development in self 

concept, the most substantial research cites no change. Wylie, in her review, 

concludes that the burden of proof lies upon anyone who claims to find any 

age difference in overall self concept between the ages of 6 and 50. 

A fifth feature of self concept is its developmental aspect (cf. Engel, 1959; 

Mullener & Laird, 1971; Long, Henderson, & Ziller, 1967; Long et al., 1968; 

Sears, 1964). Shavelson et al. postulate that infants do not have the 

experiential background to differentiate themselves from their environment. 

They suggest, however, that as the child grows and matures he begins to 

separate subparts of experience and to integrate them within one conceptual 

self-framework. At different times during development, it seems likely that 

"as the child grows, different parts of him will become more important to him 

and different parts of his world will assume changing significance" (Gordon, 

1968). 

Mullenener and Laird (1971) assessed developmental changes in the ways 

individuals use given sets of personal characteristics to evaluate themselves. 

They hypothesized that with maturity, the self concept would change from 

being characteristically global to more differentiated and articulated, and that 

such changes would be revealed in increasing differentiation, with age, among 
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sets of personal characteristics when used to evaluate the self. A total of 72 

subjects participated in this experiment: 24 subjects in a 7th grade honors 

program, 24 high school seniors in a college preparation program, and 24 

evening college students. Measures of self-evaluations were in the form of a 

questionnaire containing forty personal characteristics. Analyses of the 

self-variance scores revealed a linear increase in variance with age. These 

results indicate that, with age, subjects tended to increasingly give more 

variable ratings across content areas when evaluating themselves; that is, with 

age, there was a change from relatively global to relatively differentiated self-

evaluations, changes that have been shown to characterize development of 

other cognitive products. 

Additional information concerning the structure of self concept across the 

adolescent age span is provided by Ellis, Gehman, and Katzenmeyer's cross-

sectional study (1980). Their study assessed the self concept structure of six 

thousand students aged 13 through 18 years (1,000 per age group). Continuity 

of seven self concept dimensions (School Affiliation, Self Security, Social 

Confidence, Peer Affiliation, Family Affiliation, Self Assertion, and Teacher 

Affiliation) and a change in one dimension (Self Acceptance) across the 

adolescent years emerged. This change in the Self Acceptance dimension was 

represented by differences found in the items loading on this scale at the 

pre- and post-tenth grades. The authors posit that it seems appropriate to 

conclude that at approximately 16 years of age, Self Acceptance is reorganized 
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in accordance with the individual's conception of what is important to the self 

at that time; in this instance, acceptance by peers and significant others. 

A sixth feature of self concept is its evaluative character. Not only does 

the individual develop a description of himself in a particular situation or class 

of situations, he also forms evaluations of himself in these situations. This 

factor, known as self-esteem, accounts for a considerable amount of the 

literature on self concept and has evolved into a psychology of its own (Van 

der Werff, 1990). Some authors have posited that this evaluative or self 

esteem aspect of self concept is more subject to variation due to situational and 

value influences (Bean & Liplea, 1980) than is the more global, stable self 

concept. Others argue that these descriptive and evaluative dimensions are not 

empirically separated (Shavelson, Hubner, & Stanton, 1976), but rather 

co-exist with self-esteem acting as an evaluative check on the descriptive self 

concept. 

With the establishment of the key features of self concept, and the 

acceptance of these in conceptualizing its nature, attention may now shift to 

the issue of self concept across cultures. Research in this area points to two 

contradictory directions; Some studies have found no relationship between 

membership of an ethnic group and self concept dimensions (Herman, 

Sadofsky, Bensmand, Lilienfeld, & Manos, 1967; Williams, 1973; Edwards, 

1974, Wylie, 1979), while others report a significantly more positive self 

concept amongst young people in certain ethnic minority groups; for example, 
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blacks in the USA (Crain & Weisman, 1972; Rosenberg & Simmons, 1972; 

Trowbridge, 1972). 

In an attempt to resolve the discrepencies found in cross-cultural studies, 

Offer (1984) posited that a more comprehensive and universal understanding of 

self concept across groups could be attained if the emphasis on the differences 

and similarities among culture groups were more evenly balanced. To test this 

assumption, Offer made a point of choosing samples with a comparable level 

of industrialization, but with different cultural norms and values. In this 

cross-cultural comparison of self concept development, he found no cultural 

differences, although there was a slight tendency amongst young people in 

Ireland, Israel, and Australia to describe their parents more positively than did 

American adolescents. 

No differences in self-descriptions were found between Australian and 

English adolescents in the previously cited cross-national study by Marsh and 

Smith (1987). The authors concluded that although the Australian and English 

samples were similar (English-speaking, Western countries) their similarity in 

self concept responses did not necessarily mean that their self concepts were 

the same. They suggest the possibility that different processes are used to 

formulate self concepts for the two groups of students, but that these result in 

similar factor structures and group average scores. They further cite that here, 

as in all fields of research, interpretation of findings supporting the null 

hypothesis must be made cautiously. 
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Measurement of Self Concept in the Current Study 

Although a half-test version (Franklin, Duley, Rousseau, & Sabers, 1981) 

of the Piers-Harris Self-Concept Scale (P-H; Piers, 1969) was used in the 

current research, a review of the original full test is provided in order to 

understand the researcher's decision to use the instrument as a valid measure 

of global self-concept. 

The P-H is a brief, self-report instrument designed to aid in the assessment 

of self concept in children and adolescents. Self concept, as assessed by this 

instrument, is defined as a relatively stable set of self-attitudes reflecting both 

a description and an evaluation of one's own behavior and attributes. Children 

are shown 80 statements that tell how some people feel about themselves, and 

are asked to indicate whether each statement applies to them using 

dichotomous "yes" or "no" responses. Items on the scale are scored in either 

a positive or negative direction to reflect this self-evaluation. A high score on 

the scale suggests a positive self-evaluation whereas a low score suggests a 

negative self-evaluation. 

Construction and use of the P-H are based on the belief that individuals 

hold a relatively consistent view of themselves which develops and stabilizes 

during childhood. This instrument posits six theoretical assumptions 

concerning self-concept: (1) It is viewed as essentially phenomenological in 

nature; (2) it is viewed as having both global and specific components; (3) it is 

relatively stable across time; (4) it has a self-evaluative as well as a 
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self-descriptive component; (5) it is experienced and expressed differently by 

children at various ages of development; and (6) it serves an important 

organizing function and plays a key role in motivation. 

An original pool of 164 items was developed by Jersild (1952) to reflect 

how children felt about themselves in eleven categories. This preliminary pool 

of items was piloted on a sample of 90 children from grades three, four, and 

five and was consequently reduced to 140 items, including the twelve item 

"lie" scale. 

From these resulting scores, the thirty highest and the thirty lowest scores 

were identified and those items which discriminated significantly between these 

high and low groups (g < .05) were retained. Items which were not 

answered in the expected direction by at least half the group or higher were 

also dropped. Since its development in 1964, a number of reliability and 

validity studies of the P-H have been published. These studies have 

investigated the test-retest and internal consistency reliabilities of the test. 

Validity studies have used a variety of approaches including item analysis, 

intercorrelations among the scales and items, and comparisons of the responses 

of various criterion groups. The P-H has also been compared to other scales 

designed to measure similar constructs. 

A number of studies have investigated the test-retest stability of the P-H 

with both normal and special populations. A study by Wing (1966) found 

public school fifth graders' scores (N = 244) showing reliabilities of .77 for 
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both two and four month intervals. 

McLaughlin's (1970) results were comparable to Wing's. He reported 

stability coefficient ranging from .71 to .75 with a test-retest interval of five 

months for fifth, sixth, and seventh grade, normal male students (N = 234). 

Platten and William's study (1981) yielded a coefficient of .75 for mixed 

ethnic groups (N = 173) over a ten week retest interval. In their 1982 study 

of 99 seventh and eighth graders from a public school, Shavelson and Bolus 

found a test-retest reliability coefficient of .81 for a waiting period of ten 

weeks. 

Reliability of the scale for American Indians aged seven to fourteen years 

(N = 40) was found by Lefley (1974) to be .73, also over a week test-retest 

period. In another study (Henggeler & Tavormina, 1979), Mexican-American, 

migrant children were administered the P-H two consecutive years at the same 

site. Twelve of the same children were available for both tests. The authors 

cite the obtained reliability coefficient (.51) as being quite high given the one-

year-test-retest interval and small sample size. 

The reliability of the P-H has also been tested using internal consistency 

measures. Piers (1973) calculated internal consistency on a normative sample 

of 297 sixth and tenth graders using the KR-20 formula, the reliability 

estimates for the total score ranged from .88 to .93 for the various subgroups. 

Lefley (1974) used a normal, Native American sample (N = 53) of seven 

to fourteen year olds. Split-half reliability was computed by dividing the scale 
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into equal halves and then correlating the scores for each half, using the 

Spearman-Brown formula to correct for the length of the two shortened scales. 

Lefley found an overall reliability coefficient of .91. 

Yonker, Blixt, and Dinero (1977) administered the scale to 208 tenth 

graders in the Ohio Public Schools. They reported an overall coefficient alpha 

of .90. Winne, Marx, and Taylor (1977) found a coefficient alpha of .90 for a 

sample of 103 fourth through sixth graders. 

Franklin, Duley, Rousseau, and Sabers (1981) reported an internal 

consistency coefficient of .92 for the total score for a sample of fourth and 

sixth graders (N = 180). Two half-test versions of the scale, each with forty 

items content matched, were administered six months apart to the students. 

Internal consistency coefficients of .74 for the pre-test and .77 for the posttest 

were found. 

Estimates of the content, criterion-related, and construct validity of the P-

H have been obtained from a number of empirical studies. These studies have 

used a variety of approaches including item analysis, intercorrelations among 

the scales and items, and comparisons of the responses of various criterion 

groups. Finally, the P-H has been compared to other scales designed to 

measure similar constructs. 

Jerslid (1952) made an attempt at the outset of the test construction to 

build in content validity. He did this by interviewing children to determine 

what constituted the important aspects of their lives, and then designed the test 
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items to reflect these content areas. During item analysis, items with low 

discriminatory power were dropped. Factor analysis indicated that some of the 

original categories were too narrow for measuring general self concept, thus 

broader categories were generated. 

Evidence for the construct validity of the P-H has been demonstrated by 

gathering further ratings of the person's self concept as given by teachers and 

peers. Typically, the correlations between the child's rating and that by 

teacher or peers has been low; however, some significant relationships have 

been found. 

Piers (1965) testing a normal sample of fourth and sixth graders found 

significant correlations of .41 (alpha > .01) between fourth grade females 

(N = 57) and both teacher and peer self concept ratings. Sixth grade males' 

(N = 58) and females' (N = 55) ratings resulted in correlations of 

.49 (p < .01) and .34 (p < .05) respectively with peer ratings. 

Cox (1966) reported correlations between ratings of behavior and the rated 

child's self concept of .43 (p < .01) for teacher ratings and 

.31 (p < .01) for peer ratings. The sample was comprised of 97 sixth and 

ninth graders. Correlations with ego-strength ratings by teachers and peers 

were .40 and .42 (p < .01 in both cases) respectively. 

Mettes (1974) using a sample of fifth graders (N = 25) found correlations 

of .55 with total self concept rating by teachers and peers and .64 with school 

attitude. Querry found a correlation of .54 between the P-H and teacher rating 
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of self concept for a normal sample (M = 25) of third and fourth grade male 

and females. 

Although these correlations are not admirably high, this need not be 

construed as representing invalidity on the part of the P-H's construction. It 

should be questionned whether this is indeed faulty construction, or simply an 

indication of the differences in the way people see themselves in contrast to the 

way others view them. 

The criterion related validity of the P-H is evidenced in its correlations 

with other self concept measures. These published correlations range from .32 

to .85. The lowest coefficient was found in a study of 390 normal third 

through eighth graders (Parish, & Taylor, 1978b) using the Personal Attribute 

Inventory for Children. The authors propose the low correlation of -.08 

obtained with eighth graders in this sample as greatly influencing the overall 

lowered coefficient in this study. They suggest differences in the underlying 

constructs assessed by the two measures or perhaps the emotional instability of 

this age groups as reasons for the low correlation. The second proposal seems 

doubtful as longitudinal studies (Dusek & Flaherty, 1981) suggest that self 

concept develops in a gradual, relatively stable fashion. 

The correlation at the other end of the range, .85, was found in a study 

comparing the P-H with the Coppersmith Self-Esteem Inventory (Coopersmith, 

1959). These scales more closely resemble each other in format and age range 

than do some of the other scales thus allowing the higher correlation. 
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Similarly, Franklin et al. (1981) found a correlation of .78 between these two 

scales. 

Other studies correlating the P-H with similar measures of self concept 

include a study by Bolea, Felker, and Barnes (1971) using the Pictorial self-

concept Scale for a normal sample of kindergarten through fourth graders 

(N = 63). A correlation of .42 was found. Researchers account for the lower 

correlation by citing the ages of the children as being below those designated 

for use by the Piers-Harris. Bracken (in press) found a correlation of .85 

between the P-H and his Multidimensional Self Concept Scale. 

The discriminant validity of the P-H is shown in its low correlations with 

other personality and environmental variables. In Franklin et al.'s (1981) 

study, the P-H did not correlate significantly with socioeconomic status, 

special education placement, ethnicity, grade placement, gender, or age for the 

569 children comprising their sample. Because the multiple correlation 

between the P-H and all other variables did not exceed .25 for either grade, it 

was concluded that the P-H has discriminant validity with respect to all the 

variables included in the analysis. 

Summary 

Self concept, originally characterized as a unidimensional construct formed 

uniquely within the individual, is currently understood to be an organized, 

multifaceted, hierarchical, stable, developmental, evaluative, and differential 

construct. It is further designated as being formed by interactions with 
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significant others, self-attributions, and overall experiential aspects of the 

social environment. Because this paper assumes Bracken's (in press) position 

of self concept as a behavioral construct, self concept is not hyphenated nor 

used in conjunction with some type of "self-system" (Harter, 1983). 

Support for the multifaceted nature of self concept is evidenced in the high 

degree of factorial similarity found across studies (Ellis et al., 1980; Monge, 

1973; Marsh & Smith, 1985). Although dimensions cited as important vary, 

those frequently specified as foundational include: social, competence, affect, 

physical, academic, and family (Bracken, -in press). General self concept is 

seen as the global representation of these self concept subareas and is 

characterized as stable across time by studies using well-established 

instruments (Byrne & Shavelson, 1986; Wylie, 1979). Use of idiosyncratic, 

"one-shot" instruments has, however, resulted in the emergence of age trends 

which show either an increase or a decrease in self concept. 

There seems to be no difference in global self concept ratings of males and 

females (Monge, 1973; Smith & Marsh, 1985). Sex differences in self 

concept sub-areas, however, have emerged. Females tend to have higher 

social self concepts than boys, whereas boys have higher self concepts in the 

academic, competence, and affect dimensions (Monge, 1973). 

The developmental aspect of self concept is seen in the changing nature of 

the social dimension across grades. The variation of items loading on this 

factor at the pre-tenth and post-tenth grades is interpreted as a reorganization 
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of the self concept in accordance with the individual's conception of what is 

important to the self at this time (Ellis et al., 1980). Additional evidence for 

self concept as developmental is seen in descriptions of self concept across 

ages; that is, self concept goes from being characteristically global to more 

differentiated and articulated (Mullener & Laird, 1971). 

The strongest studies researching self concept across cultures use 

well-established self concept instruments that support self concept as being 

stable across cultures (Marsh & Smith, 1987; Offer, 1984; Herman et al., 

1967; Wylie, 1979). However, with disparate results from studies employing 

idiosyncratic instruments, no firm conclusions can be drawn. The possibility 

has been suggested that although self concepts across cultures may seem to be 

identical, the process involved in constructing this image may differ. 

Self-Conceiving through Interpersonal Relations 

With this understanding of the true nature of self concept, researchers need 

no longer confine themselves to the measurement of this construct as a final 

product, but are now free to investigate the processes involved in the 

conceiving of a self. This self-conceiving approach (Van der Werff, 1990) is 

a new, virtually theoretical trend concerned with the process of constructing a 

self image. One aspect to be considered in this process deals with the 

perspective from which an individual self concept is formed (i.e. whether self 

concept is formed within the individual or from sources outside the individual). 

James' formula failed to take into account the effect of differential 
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environmental factors that enhance or diminish one's accomplishments. His 

failure to consider the interactive effects between the individual and his/her 

environment in effect placed the "self' solely within the individual, rather than 

recognizing the important influence of the environment on human behavior 

(Bracken, in press). 

Cooley (1902) coined the term "looking glass self," suggesting that we 

consider ourselves in terms of how others reflect our actions and 

characteristics back to us. In Cooley's approach, it is believed that if we are 

met with disdain or contempt or if we are judged harshly by others, we will 

likely adopt the negative "other" view that is reflected back to us. 

Rosenberg (1979) also supports the belief that others' reactions affect how 

we evaluate ourselves. From this interactionist orientation, the developing self 

concept presumably occurs as a process of reciprocal interaction between the 

individual and his or her environment. Reciprocity occurs as the individual 

acts upon the environment, and the environment in return reacts to or acts 

upon and influences the individual. 

If we accept Shavelson et al.'s (1976) definition of self concept as being 

not only one's perceptions of self, but that "these perceptions are thus derived 

from interactions with significant others...and overall experiential aspects of 

the social environment," then Cooley's and Rosenberg's perspectives are 

justified. 

The theoretical perspective for this investigation into the role of 
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interpersonal relations in the development of self concept is based on a 

synthesis of the writings (Youniss & Smaller, 1990) of Harry Stack Sullivan 

(1953) and Piaget (1932) in which a key proposition is that concepts of 

persons, including self and other, are constructed through interpersonal 

interactions and reflections on them. 

Both Piaget and Sullivan had the insight that relationships with parents 

begin in the asymmetry of parental authority and children's naivete. In their 

view, children have to make use of parental perspectives in order to come to 

an understanding of reality. Most children's ideological outlook is closely 

derived from parental beliefs. For the most part, questions regarding family 

lifestyle, religious beliefs, and political positions are answered within the 

framework of the opinions expressed at home. Prior to the achievement of 

personal identity, children are likely to view their commitments as an 

extension of identifications with significant others. Piaget and Sullivan's 

second insight was that peer relationships provided a wholly new perspective 

in whigh children could discover their own power to co-construct ideas and 

receive validation through exchanges between equals. These two perspectives 

constitute the main dynamics of Youniss and Smollar's theoretical approach. 

Although this paper emphasizes self concept and interpersonal relations in 

adolescents, it is beneficial to include the fundamental perspective of these two 

variables during childhood with our understanding of these concepts during 

adolescents. Four areas of self development will be discussed: The self 
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during childhood in relation to parents; the self during childhood in relation to 

friends; the self during adolescence in relation to friends; and the self in 

adolescence in relation to parents. 

Sullivan suggests that children use parental approval and disapproval to 

distinguish the "good me", the "bad me", and the "not me." Sullivan and 

Piaget agree that thoughtful parents want to help their children become socially 

adept. To achieve this end, parents monitor what their children do and say by 

offering direction and corrective feedback. Thus, parents in acting for the 

welfare of their child, assert statements that children interpret as rules about 

the ways persons should act and the way in which the world is ordered. 

The evidence from independent samples of subjects points to a common 

structure for the parent-child relationship at this age level. The starting point 

of interactions is what parents desire or command explicitly. The child's task 

is to gain approval by meeting parents' expectations. Piaget's and Sullivan's 

insight is that benevolent parenting leads to the structure of unilateral authority 

which frames the parent-child relationship and engenders a particular 

viewpoint on the childhood self (Youniss & Smollar, 1990). 

In proposing that the structure of unilateral authority contributes clearly to 

the development of a concept of self, Youniss and Smollar start with a 

seemingly obvious point that children must view themselves as being limited in 

knowledge relative to parents who must seem to know everything. Since 

children have to submit their ideas to adults for approval, while the reverse is 
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not the case, an invariant structure of authority is conveyed. Secondly, 

because children have so little influence in setting standards, it seems likely 

that they easily acquire a view of themselves relative to adults. Thus, children 

must view themselves as gaining knowledge and being "grown-up" when they 

come to see reality as they believe their parents see it. 

There is impressive agreement across studies regarding the ways in which 

children describe and conceptualize friendship (Bemdt, 1982; Bigelow & 

La Gaipa, 1975; Furman & Bierman, 1983; Gottman, 1983; Selman, 1980; 

Youniss & Volpe, 1978; Youniss, 1980). 'Near the onset of school age, at six 

to eight years, children tend to equate friendship with reciprocal play and 

sharing. Symmetry of reciprocity, defined as one child's ability to do exactly 

what the other has done, seems more central than specific personality at this 

age. The idea of similarity, which is allied with the concept of equality, is 

also one which children posit as a basic element of a childhood friendship. 

At a slightly older age, the specific emotional and physical needs of a 

child become evident to his or her friends (Youniss, 1980). These needs 

states, which children describe, are assumed to represent how children view 

themselves relative to friends and how they see variability in states within a 

single person over time. These needs reflect everyday realities with which 

normal children must deal in their peer relations. The needs categories were 

school, recreation, emotional states, social matters, and physical differences. 

It is interesting to note the similarity of these needs categories with the factors 
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cited as foundational in self concept. 

Based on extensive interviews with children and adolescents, Selman 

(1980) has suggested that conceptions of peer groups change dramatically 

during the adolescent period. While preadolescents conceptualize groups in 

terms of interlocking friendships, older adolescents construct abstract 

representations of groups as social wholes held together by consensual 

foundations of similar attitudes and norms. 

Adolescent friendship differs from this relationship during childhood in 

that an obvious extension of open communication occurs. In studies of 

friendship during this period (Smollar & Youniss, 1982; Youniss & Smollar, 

1985), adolescent subjects articulated that friendship serves the functions of 

clarification and validation. They learn that it is normal for the self to seek 

clarification and validation of its feelings by describing them to a friend who 

then provides commentary by reflecting them back for the self. Because of the 

more open and less judgmental nature of adolescent friendships, it is concluded 

that adolescents can learn certain things about themselves from friends that 

cannot be gained from parental relations (Youniss, 1984). 

The emerging picture can now be reinforced with results from a different 

sort of probe in which adolescents described, "The way I am," in three 

relations. Smollar-Volpe (1981) found that subjects described themselves in 

relationally specific terms, which supports the position that the development of 

concepts of self occurs through relations in structural terms. Youniss and 
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Smollar (1985) gave adolescents a list of 28 adjectives that were drawn from 

Smollar-Volpe's study. Their task was to assign each adjective as it applied to 

themselves most in any of four relations with mother, father, best same-sex 

friend, or best opposite-sex friend. The top five choices for same-sex friends 

were: "Outgoing", "Myself', "Relaxed", "Open", and "Accepted." The 

percentages of subjects who chose these items ranged from 70% to 41%. 

Adjectives conferring negative feelings in relations with friends were 

rarely invoked. These percentages, in contrast to the aforementioned positive 

adjectives, ranged from 2% to 10%. These data, which were obtained from a 

sample of 160 subjects, are consistent with the point that friendship is a 

relation in which adolescents present their thoughts and feelings for mutual, 

discursive reflection. 

The development of concepts of persons in adolescence may thus be seen 

in terms of actual interactive procedures by which friends co-construct their 

selves through discussion and mutual reflection. Evidence for these mutually 

benefical interactions and reflections is seen in adolescents' identification of 

types of procedures as fitting or not fitting their relations with friends or 

parents. Procedures that adolescents said clearly distinguished friends from 

parents were "Listens to my side"; "Talks out differences"; "Accepts my point 

of view"; and "Depend on other for advice." At least 65% and as many as 

76% of the adolescents identified these procedures as pertaining to friendship, 

while only from 10% to 28% attributed them to parental relations. Thus, the 
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changing nature of adolescent group conceptions and the increasing strength of 

peer influence may co-occur with qualitative changes in peer influence. That 

is, as adolescents increasingly focus on group norms, peer influence may 

become increasingly attitudinal (and less behavioral). As adolescents become 

more adept at conceptualizing group norms and comparing such norms to their 

own values and attributes, they may increasingly use peer groups as social 

reference groups affecting their self-evaluations. 

Adolescents' understanding of their changing relation with parents can 

possibly be best described by the concept of individuation (Smollar & Youniss, 

1982; Youniss & Smollar, 1985). The fundamental idea is that the self of 

parent-child relations is based in children's compliance to parents' view. In 

order for adolescents to experience themselves as individuals who are not 

wholly dependent on their parents' views, they have to risk expressing ideas of 

which their parents might not approve. According to Grotevant and Cooper 

(1986) adolescents must learn to assert rather than hide their ideas and to take 

responsibility for their ideas when parents challenge them. The experience of 

individuality opens adolescents to the process of explaining themselves and the 

need to submit ideas to discussion from which validation might come. As we 

have seen previously, adolescents have already dealt with this in their close 

friendships. 

Individuation may be described through its long-range developmental 

direction. White, Spersman, and Costos (1983) have suggested that 
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individuation entails developing one's own individuality while readapting one's 

relationship with parents so that the new self can be assimilated into the 

relationship. This obviously requires abandonment of unilateral authority, on 

the one hand, and the development of new processes that would allow 

adolescents and parents to reach consensus in understanding, on the other (Bell 

& Bell, 1983). 

It is understandable how this process could be reflected in the temporary 

disruption of adolescents' relations with parents. In a very comprehensive 

(N = 2,501), cross-sectional study of interpersonal relations across grades 5 

through 12, Bracken and Kelley, using their newly developed Assessment of 

Interpersonal Relations Scale (AIR, in press), found a trend which supports 

this "disruption" idea. Children and early adolescents reported better relations 

with parents than with peers. During middle adolescence, a shift from parents 

as primary reference group to peers was seen; quality of relations with parents 

decreased substantially as relations with peers increased. 

Measurement of Interpersonal Relations 

The AIR (Bracken and Kelley, in press) is a test designed to assess the 

quality of relations children and adolescents experience with their peers, 

parents and teachers. The scale consists of 35 items that are rated five times; 

that is, the examinee rates the extent to which he/she agrees with the statement 

when it refers to Male Peers, Female Peers, Mother, Father, and Teacher. 

The rating process results in a five scale test with 35 items per scale, and a 
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175 total test. 

The AIR is appropriate for youth in grades five through twelve (ages eight 

through nineteen were included in the norming sample). Separate age by 

gender norms are available because of the differences that exist as a function 

of age and gender on the scale. The scale reports standard scores (M = 100, 

SD = 15) for each of the five scales and the total test. 

The scale was designed to be used in clinical and research settings to 

determine the extent to which children are experiencing conflict in their 

interpersonal relations. Clinically, the scale can be used as part of a 

traditional "personality" assessment to assess level of socio-emotional 

adjustment. 

The scale is based on the developmental premise that children's 

relationships change as they age. When children are young their relations with 

their parents are strongest, and those relationships decrease in quality as the 

child matures toward adolescence. During the adolescent years independence 

becomes a developmental issue, and parent-child conflict is typically the result. 

The scale is also based on the developmental premise that as children age, 

they become more influenced by and dependent upon their peers. This age 

trend was also noted in the scale's standardization. Also, peer relations switch 

in influence from same-gender preference during the early years to an 

opposite-gender preference during the adolescent years. These data are 

currently being analyzed, and support for this premise appears to be strong. 
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There were no hypothesized relationships between students and their-

teachers; however, a U shaped curve depicts an initially very positive child-

teacher relationship, a rapidly declining relationship until about grade ten, and 

then an improved relationship after the tenth grade. 

These data seem to suggest that children's social relationships do change 

developmentally as indicated in previously cited studies (Youniss & Smollar, 

1990; Selman, 1980; Smollar & Youniss, 1982; Youniss & Smollar, 1985). 

As children approach adolescence they experience increased conflict with 

adults; as they approach adulthood they begin to identify with adults and these 

relations improve consistently with age. 

The sample for the norming study included 2,501 children and adolescents 

between the ages of nine and nineteen. The sample was selected from school 

systems in each of the major regions of the U. S., and included fairly 

representative proportions of the U.S. population in terms of gender, ethnic 

group, and geographical region. This standardization sample was reported to 

be closely representative of the U. S. population. 

All of the children and adolescents were administered the AIR and the 

Multidimensional Self Concept Scale (Bracken, in press) for this co-norming. 

Each child was administered the questionnaires in a group format. 

Norms are provided for each grade on the total score as well as each of 

the subscales. Normative information is also provided for each of the ethnic 

groups included in the study as well as for males and females. 
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The AIR evidences high internal consistency; Coefficient Alphas ranged 

from .93 to .96 for each of the five subscales for the total norm group. A 

total test Coefficient Alpha of .96 was also reported. 

Based on the alphas found by Bracken in his norming study, the AIR 

appears to be an exceptionally reliable instrument. The author's theory of a 

shift in the quality interpersonal relations is supported by the results of his 

norming study which revealed relations with parents deteriorating as relations 

with peers improved. As this instrument is currently in press, evidence for the 

scale's validity has not yet established. 

Summary 

The central thesis of the theoretical position on the social construction of 

self is that concepts of persons are constructed within the context of 

interpersonal relations which structure interactions and, hence, bias experience 

of self and others. Of the two possible conceptualizations of self, one is 

possibly founded in relationships with parents and the other based in 

relationships with close friends. In the former, it is proposed that the structure 

of unilateral authority provides children with restricted views of themselves 

relative to parents who seem omnipotent and omniscient. During adolescence, 

a readaptation of this relationship is seen as unilateral authority is restructured 

in light of new communication processes which allow the adolescent to 

assimilate his "new self into his changing relationship in parents. Friendship 

provides a novel insight into the self. Symmetry of reprocity is foundational 
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in childhood friendships, while adolescent friendships serve the functions of 

clarification and validation of ideas and feelings. As the most recent research 

in this area (Bracken, in press) upholds the argument for a shift in social 

reference group from parents to peers during adolescence, whether this shift in 

reference group actually impacts self concept remains to be resolved. 

The Influence of Interpersonal Relations on Self Concept 

Personality theorists, philosophers, and clinicians have linked the 

development of self esteem to the quality of interpersonal relationships 

(Coopersmith, 1967). While substantial change occurs in adolescence, 

questions surrounding the extent and nature of these changes have focused on 

two related topics: (1) viewing adolescence as a period of significant turmoil 

versus one of gradual transition and (2) determining the relative 

impact/influence of peers and parents during the adolescent process. 

Furthermore, global self concept appears to be a valid dependent measure in 

adolescence as it is quite stable during this period (Dusek & Flaherty, 1981; 

Mortimer & Lorence, 1980). 

While a picture of a major shift from parent to peer saliency is evidenced 

in adolescence, research into this shift's effect on self concept has generated 

quite a diverse collection of results. First, simultaneous parent and peer 

influence are not contradictory (Bowerman & Kinch, 1959; Kandel & Lesser, 

1972). Second, parents' counsel is more often preferred to that of peers in 

important situations involving values and future decision making (Musgrove, 
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1963; Rosenberg, 1965; Smith, 1976). Third, adolescents are more likely to 

seek help from peers when they perceive their parents as rejecting or 

indifferent (Bowerman & Kinch, 1959; Iacovetta, 1975; Larson, 1972a, 

1972b; Smith, 1976). 

O'Brien and Bierman (1988) explored these developmental changes in the 

domain of perceived peer group influence by asking 72 fifth, eighth, and 

eleventh graders (12 males and 12 females from each grade level) from a 

small, rural, predominantly white middle-class community, to characterize 

peer groups and group influence, and to describe the impact of group 

acceptance on their feelings of social support and self-esteem. 

Codes were developed to characterize features used in the spontaneous 

descriptions of peer group processes, general statements of peer influence, and 

evaluative relations to peer group acceptance or rejection. Kappa coefficients, 

measuring interrater reliability, ranged from .86 to 1.00, with a mean of .92. 

Descriptions of peer groups and peer influence were compared across the 

age groups by a series of 3 x 2 (Grade x Sex) univariate analyses of variance. 

Because of the large number of comparisons made, group differences were 

considered significant only if they reached the .99 level of significance. From 

a qualitative standpoint, there was a clear developmental shift in the 

predominant features used by subjects to describe peer groups, with the 

majority of fifth graders' comments involving activities and social behavior, 

and the majority of 11th graders' comments involving attitudes and group 
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processes. Correspondingly, fifth graders perceived peer influence to be 

nonexistent or focused on social behavior. Eleventh graders perceived peer 

influence to be attitudinal and global. In general, the fifth graders perceived 

peers as less influential than did older subjects. 

A significant (j> < .001) Grade x Sex interaction effect for association was 

found. Eighth grade girls were significantly higher than any other group in 

their descriptions of the influence of association. No other significant effects 

emerged for sex or sex by grade level (all g's> .05). 

Next, a series of 3 x 2 (Grade x Sex) ANOVAs were conducted to assess 

the emotional impact of peer group acceptance on feelings of personal worth. 

No significant grade by sex interactions were found for peer group impact on 

feelings of personal worth. A significant (p < .001) main effect for sex was 

revealed with girls reporting a greater impact than boys. 

Although the study measured peer perception of influence (and did not 

assess direct behavioral influence), the authors present the results as consistent 

with the hypothesis that during adolescence peer groups serve increasingly as 

useful reference groups that guide social interaction and influence the 

establishment of one's sense of identity (Steinberg & Silverberg, 1986). 

O'Donnell (1976) reported that for both 8th and 11th graders, feelings 

toward parents were more highly correlated with scores on the Tennessee self 

concept Scale (TSCS; Fitts, 1965) than were feelings toward peers (both being 

significant predictors). 
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Greenberg, Siegel, and Leitch (1983) examined the differential effects of 

the perceived quality of adolescent's relationships with parents and peers in 

relation to their self concept. They hypothesized that the quality of the 

attachment relationships to both parents and peers would be significantly 

related to measures of self concept and life satisfaction and that the quality of 

relationships with parents would account for more variance than would the 

quality of relationships with peers. 

A sample of 213 predominantly middle class, Caucasian adolescents aged 

12 to 19 (123 males, 79 females; Mean age = 15.4) were administered the 

Tennessee Self Concept Scale (Fitts, 1965), along with the Life Events 

Checklist (Gad & Johnson, 1980), and the Inventory of Adolescent 

Attachments (Greenberg, 1982). 

Results of correlations between the four parent and peer factors revealed 

that the quality of affect towards parents was significantly (p < .05), but only 

somewhat related (.24) to how often adolescents would seek out their parents 

in times of need. A similarly significant (g < .01) but low (.15) correlation 

was found between affect toward peers and peer utilization. Affect toward 

parents was not related to either peer variable nor to parent utilization. 

However, frequency of parent utilization was moderately related to peer 

utilization (.41; p < .001). Thus, while the affective nature of peer and 

parent relationships appear independent, utilization of attachment figures across 

groups showed stability. 
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A hierarchical multiple regression model was utilized to test the study 

hypotheses. For the Total Self-Esteem subscale, the predictors accounted for 

27% of the variance. Of the covariates, both positive and negative life events 

were significant, accounting for 11 % of the variance. While the quality of 

affect toward peers and peer utilization were both significant, together they 

accounted for only an additional 5% of the variance. Controlling for positive 

and negative life events the quality of affect toward parents is highly 

significant and accounts for an additional 11% of the variance in self-esteem. 

As hypothesized, indices of an adolescent's relationship to both parents 

and peers were related to his/her perceived self-esteem and life satisfaction. 

For the peers, measures of both the quality of their affective attachments, as 

well as the frequency of their utilization, accounted for independent sources of 

variance on both measures of well-being. However, the overall effect of peer 

attachments on both measures, while statistically significant, accounted for 

little variance. Second, as hypothesized, the effect of perceived quality of 

attachment to parents on the criterion measures was considerably greater than 

that of attachment to peers. Interestingly, the measure of frequency of parent 

utilization or proximity seeking was not significantly related to adolescent 

well-being. Scores on this measure were unusually high, indicating that most 

adolescents utilize their parents frequently. Second, the low correlation 

between affect toward parents and utilization indicates that adolescents appear 

to utilize their parents even when they perceive their relationships as being 
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nonoptimal or even unsatisfying. An important finding was the absence of 

main effects for age on the attachment variables, or age interactions in the 

regression analyses. Older adolescents were no more likely to report 

differences in utilization or in the quality of relationships with parents or peers 

than were younger adolescents. Thus, while some studies have found a shift 

to greater use of peers as a reference group influencing self concept during 

middle adolescence (Coleman, 1961; Emmerich, 1978), the present study did 

not support this shift in influence. 

A study by Hoffman, Ushpiz, and Levy-Shiff (1988) on 43 female and 33 

male students from randomly selected Israeli ninth-, tenth-, and eleventh-

graders addressed both direct and interactive effects of parents (with a 

distinction between maternal and paternal support maintained throughout the 

course of the analyses) and peers on self-esteem. Students responded to 

questionnaires on social support, self-esteem, and life event stress. 

Results revealed that although the adolescents perceived high levels of 

support from mothers, fathers, and friends, a one-way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) revealed significant differences among these sources (F[2,73] = 

8.23, p< .001). Post hoc Scheffe tests indicated that the mother was felt to 

offer significantly more support (p< .05) than either friends or one's father, A 

subsequent 2 (sex) by 3 (source) ANOVA did not reveal any significant sex-

related differences in these support perceptions. 

Regression analyses were then used to assess unique and interactive effects 
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of support sources on self-esteem. The analysis of the standardized beta 

weights for these regressions indicated (a) a strong unique contribution of 

mothers, but not fathers or peers; and (b) the dependency of peer effects on 

the level of maternal support. Although all three support sources were 

significantly correlated with self-esteem, only the maternal support score 

continued to make a significant contribution after controlling for support from 

the other sources. The single maternal support score contributed a minimum 

of 13% of the total (33%) variance accounted for in self-esteem. An 

interactive effect was found between mother and peers. When maternal 

support was low, self-esteem grew markedly with increasing peer support. 

Yet when maternal support was high, there was little change in self-esteem as 

a function of peer support. 

Research by LeCroy (1988) examined the influence of parent-adolescent 

intimacy on adolescent functioning and self-esteem. A sample of 85 

adolescents, 43 males and 42 females, was assessed on levels of intimacy in 

relationships, self-esteem, and problem behavior. No significant differences 

were found between males and females on any of these measures. A repeated 

measures ANOVA revealed no significant interactions or differences between 

boys and girls in their reports of intimacy with parents (F[l,66] = .49, NS). 

However, the results did reveal support for the hypothesis that intimacy with 

mothers would be greater than with fathers for both girls and boys 

(F[l,663 = 10.0, n < -002). 
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A stepwise regression model was used to determine the contribution of 

intimacy with father and mother on self-esteem. The regression analysis 

revealed that 21% of the variance in self-esteem is explained by Father 

intimacy, and another 1% when age is entered. Mother intimacy, sex, and the 

interaction items did not contribute enough variance to warrant entry into the 

analysis. The results of this study support the hypothesis that father intimacy 

is a better predictor of adolescent development than is mother intimacy. 

Walker and Greene (1986) examined the global self-esteem of adolescents 

in relation to two aspects of their daily lives: (a) the perceived quality of their 

relations with parents and peers; and (b) their self-evaluation in the areas of 

school, popularity, and athletics. 

The sample consisted of 91 adolescents (38 boys and 53 girls) ranging in 

age from 11 to 18. Interpersonal relations and global self concept were 

measured by the Parent-Adolescent Communication Scales (Barnes & Olsen, 

1982) and a six-item self-esteem measure adapted from Rosenberg (1965) by 

Bachman, O'Malley, and Johnston, (1978). 

Hierarchical multiple regressions were computed separately for boys and 

girls. Self-esteem was the dependent variable. After controlling for age, 

communication with parents made a significant contribution to the self-esteem 

of boys (increase in = .19). Peer support made an additional significant 

contribution for girls (increase in R! = .16), but for boys. The interaction of 

age with parent and peer variables made no significant contribution to the 
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self-esteem of boys or girls, indicating that the effects of parent and peer 

variables did not vary by age. Given the importance of peer relationships in 

adolescence, one would expect relationships with peers to be predictive of 

self-esteem. Walker and Greene found this to be the case for girls, but not for 

boys. 

As no studies were found which specifically addressed interpersonal 

relations in Hispanics, research on self disclosure and ego-identity achievement 

for this population is presented. Directly related to interpersonal relations, 

self-disclosure is characterized as an avenue through which young adults learn 

from others by revealing themselves and listening to others reveal what they 

think and feel about themselves. The process of self-disclosure and the content 

of the disclosure are significant to the psychological growth of the young 

adult. 

The purpose of Serrano's (1984) investigation was to determine: (1) If the 

preference for self-disclosure was gender directed and (2) If the preference for 

self-disclosure was different for Anglo-Americans and Mexican-Americans. 

Two terminal (N =48) and two college preparatory (N=40) California high 

school classes were administered the Adolescent Self-Disclosure Questionnaire 

(Serrano, 1983). 

Two-way Analysis of Variance and t tests on selected data were 

conducted. The data tenuously suggest that the Mexican-American male in the 

sample is a high discloser, and the Mexican-American female is a 
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low-discloser. Anglo male and females appear to have similar scores on the 

questionnaire. No significant differences (g < .05) in the direction of 

disclosure toward Mother, to Best Friend, or to Friend with respect to sex and 

ethnicity were found. There was a significant (2 < .05) difference in the 

direction of disclosure toward Friend with respect to sex, but not to ethnicity. 

In brief, the Factorial Analysis of the data can be interpreted as strongly 

suggesting a lack of interaction of sex and ethnicity. This lack of interaction 

suggests that disclosure in the direction of the three target groups (Mother, 

Best Friend, Friend) cannot be sorted out in terms of the interaction between 

sex and ethnicity. 

Rivenbark's (1966) use of Jourard's (1971) 40-item Self-Disclosure 

Questionnarie was aimed at determining the patterns of self-disclosure among 

children through different grade levels. Rivenbark found a tendency on the 

part of the white adolescent population to disclose to same-sex targets rather 

than to opposite-sex targets. Littlefield, similarly, found, in studying the self-

disclosure of a group of Mexican-American, Black-American, and 

Anglo-American adolescents, that females in all groups reported the greatest 

amount of disclosure, while the Mexican-American groups reported the least 

total disclosure. According to Littlefield, the favored disclosure target for all 

the males was the subject's mother. For the Anglo-American and 

Mexican-American females, the favored disclosure target was the best female 

friend. 
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According to Erikson (1956, 1959, 1968) identity formation, the key 

psychosocial task of adolescence, is a process involving acquisition of a 

meaningful self definition that has sameness and continuity. 

Ego-identity refers to the individual's commitments to occupational and to 

ideological choices and activities. Erikson has contended that differing 

subcultures create psychosocial conditions that encourage varying pathways 

into identity formation, yet few studies have attempted to discover whether 

adolescents from different ethnic backgrounds might be more likely to be 

classified into particular ego-identity classifications or to follow varying 

developmental pathways enroute to ego-identity formation (Abraham, 1986). 

Marcia (1966) operationalized Erikson's ego-identity theory by forming 

classifications of ego-identity formation. Adolescents who have experienced 

both crisis and commitment relative to ideological choices and activities are 

classified as identity achieved, whereas those who have experienced neither are 

classified as diffused. Adolescents classified as being in a state of moratorium 

have experienced crisis in these domains but have not yet experienced 

commitment, while adolescents classified as foreclosed have made 

commitments without first experiencing crisis; that is, they have adopted 

wholesale the commitments of others (usually parents) without testing the fit of 

these commitments for themselves. 

Abraham (1983), using a self-report questionnaire (Adams, Shea, and 

Fitch, 1979) compared identity status differences in ideological and 
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occupational concerns in Mexican-American and Anglo-American youth. The 

results of this study suggested that Mexican-American youth are significantly 

less diffused than Anglo-American youth. In essence, the data appeared to 

suggest that 

Anglo-American and Mexican-American adolescents had undergone the 

identity process somewhat differently. 

In 1986, Abraham investigated whether there might be ethnic differences 

in the ego-identity status of Mexican-American and Anglo-American in their 

interpersonal relations. A sample of 841 students (157 Mexican-Americans 

and 684 Anglo-Americans) in grades 9 through 12 were administered the 

Extended Objective Measure of Ego Identity Status (EOM-EIS; Grotevant & 

Adams, 1984). The results revealed Mexican-Americans were more 

foreclosed than Anglo-Americans on ideological identity. The author presents 

two interpretations of this finding. One is that the greater foreclosure of 

Mexican-American youth compared with that of the Anglo-American youth 

derives from the minority group status of Mexican-Americans in the majority 

white culture. This minority status may result in their being exposed to a 

narrower range of available occupational and ideological roles and 

commitments than are Anglo-American adolescents. 

The other interpretation of the finding is that there are actual cultural 

differences in the ways that these two groups of adolescents develop identity. 

If so, it is likely that variations in the ways that Mexican-American and Anglo-
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American parents socialize their children in regard to occupational and 

ideological identiy have caused these differences. 

Summary 

As self concept is characterized as stable (Dusek & Flaherty, 1981; Wylie, 

1979), investigations into the relative influence of relations with parents and 

peers on this variable have been conducted. As recent research (Bracken, in 

press) has confirmed a shift in reference group from parents in childhood to 

peers during adolescence, an interest in the effect of this shift on self concept 

has been examined. O'Brien and Bierman (1988) presented results supporting 

peer groups as influencing the establishment of one's sense of identity. 

O'Donnell's (1976) results showed that feelings toward parents were more 

highly correlated with self concept then were feelings toward peers. 

Greenberg et al. (1982) found quality of relations with parents to be more 

influential than relations with peers in determining self concept. In 

considering Mother and Father uniquely, Hoffman et al. (1988) found Mother 

to account for more of the variance in self concept than did Father or peers. 

Research by LeCroy (1988) found intimacy with Father to be the major 

contributor of variance in self concept. Walker and Greene (1986) further 

found no evidence of a shift from parental to peer influence on self concept for 

boys, but did for girls. It seems that quality of relations with parents 

continues to act as an influence throughout adolescence, remaining relatively 

undisturbed regardless of the shift in social reference group. However, as no 
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consensus has been reached regarding the relative influence of parents and 

peers on self-concept during childhood and adolescence, further investigation 

into this issue is warranted. 

Methodology 

Subjects 

Subjects were fifth and eighth grade students in a public school district of 

6,200 students in the Southwestern United States. The district is located in a 

community of 33,000 people. As of February, 1991, the student population 

was represented by 69.06% Anglo, 15.52% Hispanic, 9.13% African-

American, 5.91 Pacific Island/Oriental, and 0.69% Native American. There 

are six elementary schools with a combined population of 476 pupils, and one 

middle school with a population of 466 pupils. 

Access to the schools was granted after review of the proposed research by 

the district personnel director and the assistant superintendent. Parental 

consent forms were not required by the district as the data to be collected did 

not involve the release of any confidential information. The subjects' names 

were not used, thus guaranteeing the anonymity of the students. 

All of the elementary schools and the middle school were contacted. The 

principal of the middle school and four of the elementary school principals 

permitted the data to be collected on a voluntary basis in their schools. All of 

the fifth grade teachers from these schools allowed access to their classrooms. 

The middle school principal suggested three eighth grade teachers who each 
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offered three classes. 

The composition of the fifth grade sample (N = 229) was similar to the 

total fifth grade population and the population of the school district. 

Percentages of 71.0 Anglo, 14.67 Hispanic, 5.77 African-American, 5.53 

Pacific Island/Oriental, and 3.11 categorizing themselves as "Other" were 

calculated from the sample. There were no Native Americans represented in 

the sample. Information regarding ethnicity was omitted by four subjects 

(.016%) within this sample. 

The eighth grade sample (N = 182) was mostly representative of the total 

eighth grade population and the district population with the exceptions of 8.3% 

classifying themselves as "Other" and 6.0% omitting this information. The 

eighth grade sample consisted of 65.0% Anglo, 12.22% Hispanic, 5.03% 

African-American, and 9.44% Pacific Island/Oriental. 

Descriptive data were collected on the subject pool of 409 students. Each 

subject provided information on his/her sex, race, grade, age, and family 

status; that is whether the student was currently residing with his/her natural 

mother, step-mother, foster-mother, grandmother, or a mother figure was not 

currently a part of the child's home environment and thus ratings would not be 

given for a relationship with the mother. The same information was provided 

concerning the status of a father figure within the child's home. The child 

selected from the options of natural father, step-father, foster-father, 

grandfather, and "I am not rating my father due to death, separation, divorce, 
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or other. 

Variables 

Dependent variables for the three-way ANOVAs were self concept and 

quality of interpersonal relations with Mother, Father, Male Peers, Female 

Peers, Teacher, and overall quality of interpersonal relations. Independent 

variables were grade, sex, and race. 

For the regression analyses, self concept was the dependent variable and 

quality of interpersonal relations with Mother, Father, Male Peers, Female 

Peers, and Teacher were the independent variables. 

Self concept was measured by total self concept score on a 40-item version 

of the Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale. In Franklin et al.'s (1981) 

investigation into the validity of the P-H, two 40-item forms of the original 80-

item scale were developed to assess the instrument's sensitivity to change. 

Coefficient alphas for the two 40-item tests were .74 (g < .001) for the 

pretest relative to the combined treatment and control groups and .77 

(p < .001) for the posttest also relative to both combined experimental and 

control groups. Means and standard deviations for the 40-item test were not 

reported in Franklin et al.'s study. 

Quality of interpersonal relations with Mother, Father, Male Peers, 

Female Peers, and Teacher were measured by the total test score and the five 

subset scores on the AIR (Bracken & Kelley, in press). The scale yields 

separate means and standard deviations based on total score for each age group 



from the fifth grade through the twelfth grade. 

Data collection 

Data collection was conducted by either the investigator or by the 

classroom teacher. Data were collected at the end of the third grading quarter 

for both the fifth and eighth grades. 

Testing of the fifth grade sample was conducted by the investigator. At two 

of the elementary schools all of the students were assembled in the school 

gym/cafeteria for a single administration of the questionnaires. Due to a lack 

of available space for large group testing, the other two elementary schools 

preferred to have the questionnaires administered in self-contained classroom 

settings. The students in both settings were given a set of questionnaires and 

directions for completion which they read simultaneously with the researcher. 

Information concerning grade, sex, age, date of birth, race and family status 

were completed as the directions were read. The students' classroom teachers 

served as proctors and helped to answer any questions the students had during 

the administration. 

Guidance was given concerning what appeared to be difficulty in 

understanding some of the questions concerning family member status ("Check 

below which parents you will be rating, and remember, rate only those parents 

with whom you live most of the time. If you rate only one parent, please 

circle the reason below.") and race (Black, White, Hispanic, Oriental, Native 

American, and Other). Fifth graders frequently asked for clarification on how 
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to answer these items. Problems concerning how to respond to the Race 

category were evidenced by numerous children marking "Other." When 

questionned about this classification responded that they were Irish, German, 

etc. Some children marked two classifications and indicated that, for instance, 

their mother was Korean and their father, African-American. The "Other" 

classification did not seem to be the correct choice for them since they could 

pinpoint their classification better by circling two of the provided races. When 

this discrepancy was discovered prior to the children turning in the tests, the 

children were classified as "Other." These discrepancies found during the data 

entry were treated as missing. This differentiation seemed to be more of an 

instance in the 8th grade sample as is evidenced by the large percentage 

responding "Other" or circling more than one response. 

Difficulties were also encountered frequently by the fifth graders in 

understanding some of the vocabulary contained within certain statements on 

the AIR. The words stability in Item 5, reputation in item 9, affected in Item 

13, stressful in Item 18, motivated in Item 20, influenced in Item 25, and 

motives in Item 33 frequently created difficulty in interpretation for a large 

number of fifth grade students. A large number of questions were also 

generated by the fifth graders on the phrases value the opinion of in Item 6 

and personal values in Item 16. Because these questions were originally 

viewed as remote instances, a precise tally of the number of inquiries on each 

item was not kept. The problems in the understanding of these items appeared 
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to be sample-wide. Initially, any child making an inquiry about any of these 

items was given a comprehensible definition of the term. As this evidenced 

itself to be an ongoing issue, definitions of the suspected problem words were 

given to the last entire classes at the onset of the administration. No problems 

in understanding emerged from the P-H. 

Data collection at the eighth grade level was conducted by the classroom 

teacher. The investigator met with the three teachers on one occasion to 

explain the administration procedure. Written instructions were also provided. 

The teachers had originally agreed to provide the researcher with a sample of 

at least two hundred students. A sample of 110 students was actually taken. 

Because of this limited sample size, subsequent contacts with the school were 

made and an additional 72 students were tested approximately two weeks after 

the original testing. This time span was unavoidable as the students began 

their spring recess the week following the initial administration. 

The eighth grade teachers chose the classes to be tested based on 

convenience of testing time; a three-day window in which to complete the 

testing was provided. All testing was done in self-contained classrooms under 

the same directions given to the fifth grade sample. A problem with the 

category of "Race" was found with 8.3% classifying themselves as "Other" 

and 6.0% omitting this information. Several eighth graders circled more that 

one classification variable within this category, omitting the "Other" category. 

Teachers reported no problems with the students' understanding of the 
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vocabulary on the AIR or on the P-H. 

Research Design and Data Analysis 

Statistical analyses of the research hypotheses were conducted using the 

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS; Nie, 1975) computer 

software program. Missing data was treated in a list-wise deletion manner, 

thus eliminating from any specific analysis subjects failing to complete all the 

items within a scale. This results in differing N sizes for the various analyses. 

Means and standard deviations of each measured variable were derived for 

descriptive purposes. Internal consistencies of scales were assessed using 

Cronbach's alpha. The following hypotheses were addressed through a series 

of three-way ANOVAs: 

Hypothesis 1. There is no difference in the global self concept of fifth and 

eighth graders; 

Hypothesis 2. There is no difference in the global self concept of 

Hispanics and Non-Hispanics; 

Hypothesis 3. There is a difference in fifth and eighth graders' 

interpersonal relations; 

Hypothesis 4. There is no difference in the interpersonal relations of 

Hispanics and Non-Hispanic fifth graders; 

Hypothesis 5. There is a difference in the interpersonal relations of 

Hispanic and Non-Hispanic eighth graders, 

Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to represent the 
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relationship between each interpersonal relations subscale and self concept. A 

series of stepwise multiple regressions were then conducted to determine the 

amount of variance accounted for by each of these relationships after the 

variances of the other relationships had already been taken into account. 

These analyses addressed the sixth and seventh hypotheses. 

Hypothesis 6. Quality of relations with parents accounts for more of the 

variance in self concept of fifth graders than quality of relations with peers or 

teacher; 

Hypothesis 7. Quality of relations with parents accounts for more of the 

variance in self concept of eighth graders than quality of relations with peers 

or teacher. 

Results 

The initial subject group consisted of 411 subjects. After the data were 

collected, two subjects were deleted due to extensive amounts of missing data. 

Of the resulting sample, 54 were Hispanic and 355 were Non-Hispanic. 

Table 1 contains means and standard deviations for the entire subject pool 

on their measures of global self concept and their full and subscale scores on 

the AIR. Means and standard deviations are also provided by grade. 

Reliabilities. Cronbach's alpha reliability coefficients were calculated for 

both the P-H and the AIR. Reliability for the half-test version of the P-H was 

.84 for the total sample. Fifth and eighth grade reliabilities were .81 and .86 

respectively. 
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Reliabilities for the AIR were reported for both full and subscale scores. 

For the total sample, full scale coefficient alpha was .94; subscale coefficient 

alphas ranged from .90 to .93. Coefficient alphas for the fifth grade group 

were .92 for the full scale and ranged from .89 to .93 on the subscales. 

Coefficient alphas for the eighth grade sample ranged from .86 to .95 on the 

subscales and was .95 for the full scale. 

The high coefficient alphas found on both the P-H and the AIR support the 

use of these instruments as a reliable measure of global self concept and 

interpersonal relations for the indicated samples. Concern initially generated 

over the difficulties encountered by fifth graders in understanding certain items 

of the AIR appear unwarranted as the fifth grade coefficient alphas are only 

slightly lower than the eighth grade's. However, it is important to keep in 

mind that comprehensive explanations were given for the unfamiliar terms. To 

further investigate these items, subsequent administrations of the AIR might be 

conducted without giving subjects the benefit of explanations. Differences in 

testing environments weren't seen as impacting the results. 

Factor analysis. A factor analysis of the items in the AIR and the P-H 

was conducted to determine the discriminant validity of these two instruments 

as well as to verify Bracken's inclusion of subscales in the AIR. The initial 

factor analysis was conducted combining the five AIR subscales and the P-H. 

When five factors were extracted by a varimax rotation of principal 

components, the Mother and Father subscales both loaded on a parental factor. 
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The P-H accounted for a factor by itself as did Male Peers, Female Peers, and 

Teacher. This supports the discriminant validity of the two instruments. 

An extraction of five factors was then conducted using only the AIR 

subscales. The varimax rotation of principal components resulted in five 

distinct factors, each uniquely representing an AIR subscale. Subsequent 

factor analyses were conducted on each AIR subscale. Five factors were 

extracted using a varimax rotations of the principal components of each of 

these subscales. However, the items loading on each factor differed by 

subscale. The analyses indicate that each of the subscales measures a unique 

relationship, each with its own characteristics and factor structure. Thus, 

Bracken's inclusion of the five subscales appears to be warranted. 

Analysis of variance. The three-way analyses of variance included the 

dependent variables of self concept, quality of Total interpersonal relations, as 

well as quality of relations with Mother, Father, Male Peer, Female Peer, and 

Teacher. The independent variables were grade and race. A post-hoc addition 

of sex .as an independent variable was made in order to investigate the 

possibility of grade and race interactions with this variable. Significance was 

s e t  a t  t h e  9 5  %  c o n f i d e n c e  l e v e l .  T h e  r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  e n s u i n g  2 x 2 x 2  ( G r a d e  x  

Race x Sex) ANOVAs follow. 

No significant interaction of sex, race, or grade were found for fifth and 

eighth graders' self concept measures. A main effect for grade was found. 

Fifth graders reported significantly higher (F[7, 318] = 5.457, g < .05) self-
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concepts than eighth graders. 

No significant interactions of sex, race, or grade were found for fifth or 

eighth graders' report of quality of total interpersonal relations. A significant 

(F[7, 181] = 12.923, g < .001) main effect for grade was found. Eighth 

graders reported a significantly lower quality of overall interpersonal relations 

than their fifth grade counterparts. 

No significant interactions of sex, race, or grade were found for fifth or 

eighth graders' reports of relations with Mother or for relations with Teacher. 

A main effect for grade was found in the analyses of these relationships. Fifth 

graders reported significantly (F[7, 294] = 33.797, p < .001) better relations 

than eighth graders in both of these relationships. 

No significant interactions of sex, race, or grade were found for fifth or 

eighth graders' reports of relations with Father. Main effects were found for 

both sex and grade. Relations with Father were seen to decrease significantly 

(F[7, 256] = 38.242, g < .001) between the fifth and eighth grades. A 

significant (F[7, 256] = 9.114, g < .01) main effect for sex was also found 

with males reporting substantially better relations with the father than females 

across the grades. 

An interesting sex by grade interaction is seen in relations with Male 

Peers. Female relations with Male Peers in the fifth grade were significantly 

(F[7, 275] = 12.66, p < .001) lower than their reported relations in the 

eighth grade. Female relations with Male Peers improve substantially by 
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eighth grade. Boys' relations with Male Peers remain virtually unchanged 

across the grades. 

A significant (F[7,265] = 4.427, 2 < -05) interaction between sex and 

grade is also seen in relations with Female Peers. Reports by males indicate 

that their relations with Female Peers increase substantially between fifth and 

eighth grade. Girls' relations with Female Peers remains stable across the 

grades. 

Regression analyses. A series of multiple regressions were conducted to 

determine the amount of variance in self concept attributed to each AIR 

subscale after taking into account all other variables. For the total sample (N 

= 165), t-tests for the standardized beta weights revealed significant 

contributions in variance of self concept by Father, t = 2.906 (p < .01) and 

Female Peers, t = 2.422 (2 < .05). The same regressions were then 

conducted on total group Female (N = 86), Female by grade (fifth grade N = 

61 and eighth grade (N = 25), total group Male (N = 89) and Male by grade 

(fifth grade, N = 102 and eighth grade N = 63). t-tests for the standardized 

beta weights for these regressions revealed significant contributions in variance 

of total group Females' self concept by Mother, t = 2.485 (2 < .05) and 

Father, t = 2.336, (p < .05). When this female group was analyzed by 

grade, only Mother contributed a significant, t = 2.891 (p < .01) amount of 

the variance in self concept for fifth graders. There were no significant 

contributors in the variance of eight grade girls' self concepts. There were no 
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significant contributors to the variance in Males' self concepts when the 

analyses were conducted on the total or fifth grade male samples. A 

significant contribution by Female Peers, I = 3.130 (2 < .05) to the variance 

in eighth grade males' self concept was found. Mother was a significant 

contributor t = 2.815 (g < .01) to fifth graders' self concepts, but not to 

eighth graders'. Father, t = 2.832 (g < .01) and Teacher, t = 2.178 (g < 

.05) contributed significant amounts to the variance in eighth graders' self 

concepts. It should be noted that the significant correlations between Mother 

and Father (r = .59, g < .01), Mother and Teacher (r = .40, g < .01), and 

Male Peers and Female Peers (r = .43, p < .01) could account for the lack 

of significant variance in self concept attributed to each subscale. 

Discussion 

Hypothesis 1. It was hypothesized that there would be no difference in the 

global self concept of fifth- and eighth-grade students. This hypothesis was 

rejected, as a significantly (p < .05) higher self concept was found for fifth 

graders. Although Piers (1963) and other researchers (Lipsett, 1958; Hulbary, 

1975; Lively, Dintz, and Reckless, 1962; Muller and Leonetti, 1974) found no 

change in self concept, these studies were comprised of groups within the 

early, middle, or late adolescent age groups. The current study, and others 

which have found differences in self concept, crossed the early and middle 

adolescent age groups. 

Hypothesis 2. It was hypothesized that there would be no difference in the 
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global self concept scores of Hispanics and Non-Hispanics. This hypothesis 

was retained as no significant differences were found between these groups. 

Hypothesis 3. It was hypothesized that there would be a difference in the 

quality of fifth- and eighth-grade students' interpersonal relations. This 

hypothesis was upheld as fifth graders reported significantly (j) < .001) better 

overall interpersonal relations. Differences were also found within the AIR 

subscales. Fifth graders reported significantly 

(g < .001) better relations with Mother, Teacher, and Father than eighth 

graders. The post-hoc addition of sex as a variable revealed significant sex by 

grade interactions. Female eighth graders reported significantly better (2 < 

.001) relations with Male Peers than did their fifth-grade counterparts. 

Similarly, eighth grade males reported significantly (p < .05) better relations 

with Females Peers than did their fifth-grade counterparts. 

Hypothesis 4. It was hypothesized that there would be no difference in the 

interpersonal relations of Hispanic and Non-Hispanic fifth graders. This 

hypothesis was retained as no significant differences were found between the 

groups. Thus it can be concluded that this sample of Hispanic adolescents 

shared the same quality of relations with parents, peers, and teacher as the 

Non-Hispanic sample. 

Hypothesis 5. It was hypothesized that there would be a difference in the 

quality of interpersonal relations of Hispanic and Non-Hispanic eighth graders. 

As no significant difference was found, this hypothesis was rejected. It is 
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concluded that this sample of Hispanic adolescents experiences the same shift 

in quality of interpersonal relations as did the Non-Hispanic sample. 

Hypothesis 6. It was hypothesized that the quality of relations with 

parents would account for more of the variance in fifth-grade pupils' self 

concepts than would quality of relations with peers or teacher. This 

hypothesis was retained. For the total fifth grade sample, only Mother and 

Father contributed significant amounts of variance to the subjects' self 

concept. When the sample was split by sex, however, only the Mother 

remained a significant contributor to females' self concept; no single 

relationship made a significant contribution to fifth grade males' self concept. 

Hypothesis 7. Because self concept is seen as being fully developed 

before the onset of adolescence, it was hypothesized that relations with parents 

would account for more of the variance in the self concept of eight-grade 

students than would quality of relations with peers or teacher. This hypothesis 

was retained as Father accounted for a significant amount of the variance in 

the total eighth grade group. However, Teacher also was found to be a 

significant contributor to eighth graders' self concepts. When examined by 

sex, there were no significant contributors to eighth grade females' self 

concept and Female Peers were seen to account for a significant amount of the 

variance in eighth grade boys' self concepts. 

Conclusions 

Self concept was seen to be relatively the same for the Hispanics and the 
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Non-Hispanics in this study. However, self concept was not seen to be stable 

from the fifth grade to the eighth grade. Relations with parents during 

childhood are seen to deteriorate as relationships with peers improve during 

adolescence. This same shift was seen for the Hispanic sample in this study. 

This finding should be tempered in light of the characteristics of the Hispanic 

sample, which were more homogeneous with the Non-Hispanic sample than 

orignially anticipated. Investigations into the relative influence of 

interpersonal relations on the self concept of the total sample, total sample by 

grade, total sample by sex, and grade by sex revealed disparate results with no 

clear shift from parent to peer salience in influence on self concept. Significant 

influence on self concept was found for every relationship in at least one 

analysis with the exception of Male Peers which were not seen to influence 

any group's self concept. 
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